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ABSTRACT: Helically folded aromatic foldamers may con-
stitute suitable candidates for the ab initio design of ligands for
protein surfaces. As preliminary steps toward the exploration of
this hypothesis, a tethering approach was developed to detect
interactions between a protein and a foldamer by confining the
former at the surface of the latter. Cysteine mutants of two
therapeutically relevant enzymes, CypA and IL4, were produced.
Two series of ten foldamers were synthesized bearing different
proteinogenic side chains and either a long or a short linker
functionalized with an activated disulfide. Disulfide exchange
between the mutated cysteines and the activated disulfides
yielded 20 foldamer-IL4 and 20 foldamer-CypA adducts. Effectiveness of the reaction was demonstrated by LC-MS, by MS
analysis after proteolytic digestion, and by 2D NMR. Circular dichroism then revealed diastereoselective interactions between
the proteins and the foldamers confined at their surface which resulted in a preferred handedness of the foldamer helix. Helix
sense bias occurred sometimes with both the short and the long linkers and sometimes with only one of them. In a few cases,
helix handedness preference is found to be close to quantitative. These cases constitute valid candidates for structural
elucidation of the interactions involved.

■ INTRODUCTION

Ligands that act as inhibitors of protein−protein or protein−
nucleic acid interactions by covering large surface areas of
protein surfaces may be identified using diverse strategies.
Directed evolution methods such as Selex, phage display, or
mRNA display have successfully delivered peptidic, proteic, or
nucleotidic ligands through the iterative screening of very large
libraries.1−8 Screening of libraries of synthetic molecules is
another possibility.9−13 Structure-based design through epitope
mimicry may also be considered when binding epitopes have
been characterized. For example, the field of α-helix mimetics
has been flourishing14 following the realization that α-helices
are common motifs at protein−protein interfaces leading to
the development of linear oligo-arylamides15−18 and arylur-
eas,19 as well as other linear rods,20−24 peptides containing β-
amino acids,25−29 stapled peptides,30−34 or α-peptide β-
sheets.35 β-Sheet mimicry36−40 and nucleic acid mimicry41,42

have also been considered. In contrast, except for recognition
based on charge complementarity between polyanionic ligands
and a polycationic protein,43,44 we are not aware of major

advances toward the ab initio design of ligands for large surface
areas of proteins, i.e., design (as opposed to discovery and
screening) without information about what could constitute a
tight binder. Such an approach would have the advantage to
potentially deliver protein ligands for any desired location of a
protein even when no binding epitope is known.
We have proposed that aromatic amide foldamers45,46 might

constitute appropriate scaffolds to be decorated with
proteinogenic side chains to bind to, and cover, large surface
areas of proteins. Aromatic amide foldamers adopt folded
conformations that are both stable and predictable and that
may reach sizes well above 5 kDa.47,48 They can be prepared
via solid phase synthesis (SPS)49,50 and several strategies allow
for the introduction of varied proteinogenic side chains at their
surface,51 including their combination with α-amino acids.48,52

As first steps toward the design of protein surface ligands based
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on these scaffolds, we have explored a tethering strategy that
consists of confining a foldamer at the surface of a protein to
investigate foldamer−protein interactions even when binding
may be weak.53−56 This strategy is reminiscent of other
approaches in which tethering was exploited, e.g., in fragment-
based screening by dynamic combinatorial libraries,13 or for
the stepwise elongation of ligands.57−61 The concept of
tethering has also been applied to investigate protein−protein
interactions (PPIs) in less stable complexes.62,63 We initially
used human carbonic anhydrase (HCAII) as a model system
and noncovalent ligation as the tethering method. HCAII is
stable, commercially available, and easy to crystallize. In
addition, simple and readily available aromatic sulfonamides
bind to its active site with nanomolar affinity. Thus, different
tetrameric and pentameric helical foldamers derived from 8-
amino-2-quinolinecarboxylic acid were prepared, function-
alized with an HCAII ligand and confined at the surface of
the protein upon ligand binding to the active site. Significant
foldamer−protein interactions were detected in several cases,
as these give rise to induced circular dichroism (CD) when the
handedness of the helix is biased through diastereoselective
interactions with stereogenic centers at the protein sur-
face.53−55 When CD was strong, foldamer−protein complexes
were amenable to structural characterization both in the solid
state by X-ray crystallography and in solution. These structures
constitute valuable starting points for further design of the
foldamer and the creation of selective interactions with the
protein surface. Ultimately, the objective is that foldamer−-
protin interactions become strong enough for binding to occur
in the absence of the tether. Recently, this approach was
successfully extended to a 14mer foldamer that covers a
considerable surface area of HCAII.56

In this manuscript, we present the extension of this approach
to two proteins, namely, cyclophilin A (CypA) and interleukin
4 (IL4), involved in PPIs that may constitute relevant
therapeutic targets. Since these proteins do not possess active
sites or known small molecule ligands, tethering consisted of
covalently ligating foldamers at a cysteine residue introduced
via site-directed mutagenesis using either short or long linkers
(Figure 1a). We have appended active disulfides at the N-
terminus of aromatic oligoamide foldamers on solid phase,
optimized conditions under which foldamer-protein disulfide
bridges form, and developed methods to purify these adducts
and characterize them by NMR and mass spectrometry. CD
revealed multiple cases in which a preferred right-handed (P)
or left-handed (M) helix sense was induced in the foldamer
helix, indicating selective foldamer−protein interactions. This
occurred sometimes both with a short linker (i.e., when the
foldamer position is somewhat constrained), with a long linker
(i.e., when the foldamer is allowed to explore a larger patch of
protein surface), and sometimes with one linker type only.
Altogether, our results constitute an important milestone
toward the identification of aromatic foldamer−protein
interactions and toward the structure elucidation of
foldamer−protein interfaces in the contexts of CypA and IL4.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Protein Mutant Design and Production. Our choice of

IL4 and CypA as targets was guided by their medium size, their
structural differences (the former is α-helix rich whereas the
latter is β-sheet rich, Figure 1b), and by the fact that the 3D
structures of both native IL4 and CypA and their interactions
with their respective partners have been structurally charac-

terized by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, as
well as by using mutated binding epitopes.64−68 Thus, all
residues exposed to water and in particular those involved in
PPIs have been identified in both cases. Furthermore, IL4 and
CypA are both therapeutically relevant. The cytokine IL4 is a
major mediator of the T-helper immune response involved in
proliferation and differentiation of activated cells69 and can
thus constitute a key factor in immune disorders such as allergy
and inflammation. CypA is a cis−trans prolyl isomerase that
belongs to the immunophilin family and is involved in various
cellular functions including protein folding, trafficking,
assembly, immunomodulation, and cell signaling. It is believed
that an increase in Cyclophilin A expression contributes to
pathological conditions and thus constitutes a key player for
human diseases70 including HIV infection.71

One mutation site to display a cysteine residue was
considered on each protein near the area involved in PPIs.
The sites had to be accessible at the surface, and the mutation
should not change or destabilize the protein structure. IL4 has
three disulfide bridges and no free cysteine. S16 is located at
the surface of the protein in the vicinity of the IL4 receptor
(IL4Rα) binding site. Fortunately, the recombinant expression
of the S16C mutant in E. coli has been described previously,72

and shown to be successful despite the potential interference of
the new cysteine with the disulfide bridges. We thus opted for
this mutation site to tether foldamers. Following the reported
procedure,72 IL4 S16C was produced as an insoluble protein.
To protect the free thiol present at the protein surface,
extracted muteins from the inclusion bodies were refolded in
the presence of glutathione. Glutathionylated IL4 S16C is thus
isolated. Enzymatic deglutathionylation with glutaredoxin
followed by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) purification

Figure 1. (a) Tethering of a racemic mixture of P- and M-helical
foldamers to a protein via a disulfide bridge formation and selection of
one helix handedness through diastereoselective foldamer/protein
surface interactions. Py stands for 2-pyridyl. (b) Wild type proteins
targeted in this study: CypA (left) and IL4 (right). The surfaces of
CypA and IL4 involved in known interactions, i.e., with cyclosporin A
and IL4Rα (Receptor Rα), respectively, are shown in yellow. Sites
considered for targeted mutagenesis are shown in black and existing
disulfide bridges in orange.
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was performed just before tethering of foldamers to C16 to
avoid oxidation at this site and dimerization of the protein.
CypA has no disulfide bridge and its four cysteine residues

seemed at first glance to be buried enough not to react with an
active disulfide in solution. We considered T73 as a mutation
site located near the CD147 binding area which is also in close
proximity to the site of interaction with the natural inhibitor
cyclosporin.67,73,74 However, tethering attempts on CypA
T73C showed that reactions could also take place at C52
(see below). A double mutant CypA C52A T73C in which C52
is replaced by alanine was thus considered in a second step
(Figure 1b). A synthetic CypA gene was acquired with codon
optimization for expression in E. coli in order to improve
protein yields. Recombinant expression followed reported
procedures.75 The solvent exposed C73 is kept in the reduced
state upon the addition of dithiothreitol (DTT). Removal of
DTT with a desalting gel filtration column was performed just
before foldamer tethering in order to prevent oxidation and
dimerization of the protein. Bacterial expression of CypA C52A
T73C was also carried out in a medium containing 15N-labeled
ammonium to produce isotopically-enriched proteins suitable
for multidimensional NMR spectroscopic analysis.
Different experiments were carried out to check the

structural integrity of both protein mutants. An enzymatic
digestion of IL4 S16C was performed with trypsin. This
degradation preserves disulfide bridges. The resulting peptides
were identified by LC-MS. The peaks carrying the expected
disulfide bridges were identified as well as the peptide carrying
the mutated residue (Figure S1) showing the proper folding of
the protein. Peptides containing mismatched disulfides were
only seen as trace amounts. In the case of CypA, we first
assigned the backbone 1H,13C,15N nuclei of wild-type CypA in
order to annotate the 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum (Figure S2).
For CypA C52A T73C, 15N-labeling enabled the fast
measurement of a 1H15N HSQC 2D NMR spectrum that
showed that the mutant adopts the same fold as wildtype
CypA. The good resolution of the NMR peaks is preserved and
the signals assigned to the mutated residues C52 and T73
residues have disappeared (Figure S3).
Foldamer Design and Synthesis. In order to anchor the

foldamers to protein surfaces at cysteine residues, an activated
disulfide was introduced at the N-terminus of foldamer
sequences (Chart 1a). Disulfide exchange with the cysteine
releases 2-(1H)-thiopyridone to yield a protein-foldamer
disulfide. A short linker (1) and a long oligoethylene glycol
linker (2) were designed in order to assess whether one fares
better than the other. A short linker may in principle achieve a
better confinement of the foldamer at the protein surface and
enforce diastereoselective interactions. With a long linker, the
foldamer possesses more conformational freedom, but it can
also explore interactions with a larger surface area of the
protein around the anchor point. It has thus more chances to
find a spot where interactions are significant.
The synthesis of the Boc-protected precursors of the two

linkers is shown in Scheme 1. A common intermediate was
prepared from the reaction of commercially available 2,2′-
dithiopyridine and 3-mercaptopropionic acid. The resulting 3-
(2-pyridyldithio)-propionic acid acid 13 was then coupled to
N-Boc-ethylenediamine to give the Boc protected short linker
14. For the long linker, the tosylate functions of commercially
available tetraethylene glycol ditosylate were converted into
azido groups before mono reduction of an azide and
subsequent protection of the resulting amine with a Boc

group at one extremity. The reduction of the remaining azido
group yielded amine 18 that was coupled to the pyridyldi-
thiopropionic acid 13 activated as a pentachlorophenyl
carbonate to give Boc protected long linker 20. The Boc
protecting groups were removed from the linker precursors
with TFA prior to use. Attachment of the aliphatic amine of
linkers 1 and 2 to the N-terminal aromatic amine of a
quinoline oligoamide chain on the solid phase was carried out
as for HCAII ligands.53 The terminal 8-aminoquinoline was
activated as an isocyanate directly on the Wang resin by
triphosgene. Amine 1 or 2 were then added to form a urea
(Chart 1a).
Foldamers were prepared using quinoline monomers

functionalized with proteinogenic side chains in position 4 or
5. Side chains attached in these positions diverge from helices.
Monomers are designated QXxx using the Xxx three-letter code
of analogous α-amino acids when available (Chart 1b). Fmoc-
QXxx monomers have been previously described50,53 except
Fmoc-QAad acid whose synthesis will be reported elsewhere.
Side chain acid and amine functions were protected as acid
labile tert-butyl ester or tert-butyloxycarbonyl (Boc), respec-
tively.
To screen different foldamers for their interactions with the

surface of both proteins, two series of ten sequences were
prepared by SPS,76 bearing the short or long linker,
respectively (Chart 1c). No design was introduced other
than to create a certain degree of sequence diversity within

Chart 1. Design of Foldamersa

a(a) linker part; (b) functionalized quinoline building blocks having
hydrophobic (black), polar (green), positively charged (blue),
negatively charged (red) residues; (c) list of the sequences
synthesized.
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oligomers four or five units long using six different hydro-
phobic, neutral polar, cationic, or anionic side chains. Crude
oligomers are typically obtained in 50−90% purity. Side chain
deprotection and cleavage from the resin was carried out in
95:2.5:2.5 TFA/iPr3SiH/H2O (vol/vol/vol). Sequences were
purified by reversed-phase HPLC and obtained in 7−70% yield
from initial Wang resin loadings. The choice of side chains of
3a−12b was intended to be diverse. Most sequences carry a
mix of charged and hydrophobic residues: the goal was to
generate small libraries with no special bias for any particular
residue. Importantly, sequences 3a−12b do not carry any
stereogenic center and thus exist as a mixture of P and M
enantiomeric helical conformers. Qn sequences were kept short
(4 to 5 residues) to allow helix handedness inversion to occur
in solution. Indeed, helix stability rises so quickly upon
increasing oligomer length77 that longer sequences do not
undergo any equilibrium in protic media.78 Nevertheless, fast
dynamics can be induced in these sequences upon combining
QXxx monomers with more flexible units.56

Tethering of Foldamers to Protein Surfaces. This was
considered in two distinct contexts. For the purpose of
screening interactions, reactions should be carried out on small
scales to consume as little mutant protein and foldamer as
possible. Purification may not be necessary. Conversely, for
structural studies, several milligrams of purified adducts may be
needed. In this study, we considered circular dichroism in 2
mm cuvettes as a means to probe foldamer−protein
interactions. This typically required a 300 μL sample of a 20
μM foldamer-protein adduct solution for each foldamer.
Typically, 2 equiv of foldamer bearing an activated disulfide

were added in order to ensure completion of the reaction and
avoid the presence of uncoupled protein. Assuming that
foldamer binding and CD induction without tethering is a rare
event, the remaining untethered foldamer in solution may not
affect the CD results as it will remain a racemic mixture of P
and M helices. Foldamers are not all readily soluble in water
and were added to the protein from 2 mM DMSO stock
solutions. Proteins were dissolved in an aqueous 50 mM NaCl
10 mM TRIS buffer at pH 7.5. These conditions favor disulfide
exchange and preserve protein folding. Tethering proceeds
within 1 h at room temperature. Samples are then let at 4 °C
until further analyses are performed. For the purpose of
structural studies, the same conditions may be applied on a
larger scale. Excess foldamer was removed by semipreparative
reverse HPLC in the case of IL4-foldamer adducts, or using
centrifugal filters in the case of CypA-foldamer adducts.
Several techniques were used to demonstrate protein-

foldamer-adduct formation. LC-MS analysis can be carried
out on the crude reaction sample (Figure 2). The tethered

protein as well as the excess foldamer are easily detected at 360
nm due to the high absorbance of quinoline rings. The mass
spectra of the corresponding peaks ascertain purity. The entire
consumption of the uncoupled protein and completion of the
reaction can be monitored at 280 nm (not shown). For both
IL4 S16C and CypA C52A T73C, the chromatograms show no
trace of multiple adducts demonstrating that ligation does not

Scheme 1. (a) Synthesis of Boc protected short linker: (i)
AcOH, MeOH, 25 °C, N2; (ii) N-Boc-ethylenediamine,
HATU, DIEA, THF, 25 °C; (b) Synthesis of Boc protected
long linker: (i) NaN3, DMF, 65 °C; (ii) PPh3, Et2O/THF/
HCl 1 M, 25 °C; (iii) Boc2O, CH2Cl2, 0 °C then 25 °C; (iv)
H2, Pd/C, AcOEt, 25 °C; (v) pentachlorophenol, EDC.HCl,
DMAP, THF, 25 °C; (vi) 18, Et3N, THF, 25 °C

Figure 2. (a) UV traces (λ = 360 nm) of the LC-MS analysis of
protein/foldamer 3b adducts with CypA C52AT73C (top) and IL4
S16C (bottom). (b) Mass spectra of HPLC peaks of excess 3b (top),
CypA C52AT73C-3b adduct M (middle) and IL4 S16C-3b adduct M′
(bottom).
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alter the other disulfide bridges (IL4) and buried cysteines
(CypA).
NMR was used to monitor chemical shift variations that

result from tethering the Boc-protected short linker 14 on 15N
labeled CypA and CypA C52A T73C (Figure 3). With native

CypA, chemical shift variations were observed in the vicinity of
C52 showing that the reaction took place at this site, hence the
necessity of the C52A mutation. With the double C52A T73C
mutant, chemical shift variations were observed as expected in
the vicinity of C73 that can be reached by the tethered linker.
The 15N HSQC spectra also demonstrated that the proteins
remain well folded after attachment of the short linker, and
that tethering is quantitative.
For IL4 S16C, tethering of long linker-foldamer 3b was

investigated by MS analysis after trypsin digestion (Figure 4a)
of the HPLC purified adduct. The peptides resulting from the
digestion were analyzed by LC-MS. At 360 nm, peptides do
not absorb and only the foldamer-containing peptides are seen

(Figure 4b). This allowed to confirm that ligation takes place
at C16. HPLC nevertheless reveals small amounts of foldamer
attachment at other sites, although it is not clear whether this
occurred before digestion, or after through disulfide exchange
(see also Figure S4).

Assessment of Foldamer−Protein Interactions by CD.
CD was used as a screening method in order to detect
interactions between the two series of ten foldamers and the
surface of the two protein mutants. The spectra normalized per
residue are shown in Figure 5. Remarkably, almost half of the
foldamer sequences give rise to a non-negligible CD signal. It
should be pointed out here that the small library of foldamers
described in this study represent all of the tested sequences.
No sequence has been discarded and the high frequency of
significant handedness induction is thus representative. For
some foldamers (e.g., 5a-CypA or 6b-IL4) signal intensity is
quite high. Based on earlier studies of one-handed helices,80

this intensity indicates near to complete handedness induction.
Many of the foldamers display interactions with both proteins,
others with only one (e.g., 4b-IL4, 6a-CypA, 8a-CypA, and
12a-CypA). At the notable exception of 6b-IL4, it is
remarkable that foldamers all show a preference for P-
handedness at the surface of IL4 and for M-handedness at
the surface of CypA. Such a prevalence over numerous
sequences can hardly be a coincidence and may reflect
interactions between the protein and the main chain of the
foldamer. The differences observed between the various
foldamer sequences would then be the outcome of interactions
involving foldamer side-chains. At this stage of the study, we
have no means to tell whether some protein structural changes
are involved upon interacting with the foldamer, as has been
described with other proteins.81 Nevertheless, CypA and IL4

Figure 3. Ligation of Boc-protected short linker 14 to (a) CypA, top
left: overlay of 1H15N HSQC for CypA (black) and CypA-14 (gray);
top right: ΔδHN of CypA-14 compared to CypA, calculated as the
root-mean-square deviation, ((ΔδH/0.14)2 + (ΔδN)2)0.5;

79 bottom:
each observed amide nitrogen atom in the 1H15N HSQC is
represented as a sphere on the structure of CypA (PDB ID:
1wca)74 and colored as in top right; (b) CypA C52AT73C, top left:
overlay of 1H15N HSQC for CypA C52AT73C (red) and CypA
C52AT73C-14 (orange); top right: ΔδHN of CypA C52AT73C-14
compared to CypA C52AT73C, calculated as in (a); bottom: each
observed amide nitrogen atom in the 1H15N HSQC is represented as
a sphere on the structure of CypA (PDB ID: 1wca)74 and colored as
in top right.

Figure 4. Tryptic digestion of the adduct between 3b and IL4 S16C.
(a) Amino-acid sequence of the mutant protein with cleavage sites
(red arrows), peptide containing the mutated residue C16 (yellow)
and native disulfide bridges (orange); (b) LC-MS profile of the
digested sample of the adduct showing the characteristic peak (λ =
360 nm) of the peptide [14−22] bearing the foldamer moiety of 3b
(top) and the corresponding mass profile (bottom).
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(which possesses several disulfide bridges) are known to have
quite stable structures.
Intense CD signals are observed with both short and long

linkers, but there is no correlation between the two: in some
cases, a tethered foldamer sequence may give rise to an intense
CD signal with both a short and a long linker (e.g., 4a/4b-IL4,
5a/5b-IL4, 9a/9b-CypA), but in other cases only the short
linker (5a-CypA, 12a-CypA) or only the long linker (6b-IL4)
gave rise to an intense CD. This shows that different patches of
the protein surface may be involved according to linker length
and that screening both linkers is a worthy investment as both
bring their own advantages.
In some cases a shift of the wavelength of the maximal CD

intensity is observed. This may be due to the monomer
composition. For example red-shifts are observed with 3a, 3b,
11a, and 11b. These contain not only 4-substituted monomers
but also 5-substituted monomer QAad which absorbs at longer
wavelengths. However, the blue shift of 5a-CypA might be the
reflection of a particular foldamer conformation.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have validated methods to covalently tether a
variety of helically folded aromatic oligoamide sequences to
cysteine residues introduced by site-directed mutagenesis at
the surface of two therapeutically relevant proteins, IL4 and
CypA. Different analytical methods confirm the effective
ligation by formation of a disulfide bridge, even in the
presence of other protein disulfide bridges in the case of IL4,
and in the presence of buried free cysteine residues for CypA.
CD then allowed the detection of diastereoselective foldamer−
protein interactions resulting in a preferred helix handedness in
the foldamer. This validates CD as an efficient tool to screen
these interactions. CD spectra also validated the interest of
testing both short and long linkers between the protein and the
foldamer. In a few cases, intense CD bands hint at stronger
foldamer−protein interactions. This invites an assessment of
the binding affinity and selectivity in the absence of linker.
Preliminary results indicate that handedness induction indeed
sometimes occurs even when the foldamer is not covalently
linked to the protein. These cases constitute suitable
candidates for a scaled-up production of the adducts to
attempt structural investigations, in particular, crystal growth
for the purpose of X-ray crystallographic analysis as was

previously achieved in the case of noncovalent attachment to
HCAII.53−56 Steps are currently being made toward these
objectives and will be reported in due course.
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